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InRule Technology®’s cloud-based decision 
platform allows technical and non-technical 
users to manage the logic used to calculate 
eligibility, benefits and interest related to 
retirement and pension programs.

The rules and calculations that govern pen-
sion eligibility and allocations are complex, 
and change as laws and mandates evolve. 
InRule® enables subject matter experts to 
manage the logic that dictates eligibility and 
allocations.

Allowing non-technical users to write and 
modify pensions and benefit-related logic 
streamlines the process of rule changes and 
allows IT to focus on more technical initia-
tives. In addition, by separating the logic from 
application code, InRule makes it easy to 
locate specific calculations to be modified or 
view which rules are in use at a given time to 
ensure compliance with regulations.

Provide Self-Service 

By deploying InRule, state governments can 
provide employees with 24/7 access to re-
cords and empower them to complete other 
self-service tasks online, such as accessing 
forms, requesting information or updating 
personal information.

Integrations

InRule integrates with some of the most 
widely deployed technologies, including 
Microsoft Dynamics 365, Microsoft Azure, 
Salesforce and more. Additionally, with a rich 

SDK, InRule can be customized to fit into 
other applications and environments—sup-
porting a wide range of unique and complex 
requirements.

Learn More

To learn more about how InRule can help IT 
teams across the public sector deliver better 
retirement solutions, visit InRule for Retire-
ment and Pensions, contact us or start a 
30-day free trial.

About InRule

InRule Technology® enables enterprises to 
understand and automate decisions with 
unparalleled speed, agility, accuracy and 
transparency. IT and business personnel rely 
on InRule’s decision platform, including its 
Business Rule Management System (BRMS), 
to increase productivity, grow revenues and 
enhance customer service. With its ‘au-
thor first’ approach, InRule empowers both 
technical and business rule authors to write 
and manage rules. From on-premises, to the 
cloud and via mobile, InRule allows organi-
zations to run rules anywhere for extreme 
flexibility and scalability. 

More than 500 InRule User Community 
members depend on InRule to reduce devel-
opment and change cycles by 90 percent for 
their mission critical systems and customer-
facing applications. InRule has been deliver-
ing measurable business and IT results in 
high-performance environments since 2002. 
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